Portuguese Asia
mained a factor in their policy after it had disappeared from France
andEngland.The most striking example of its persistence isthebattle
of Alcazar which took place as late as 1578, when the Portuguese
were at the height of their power in Asia. This battle was fought
by Dom Sebastiao, King of Portugal, against Abd al-Melik, Sultan
of Morocco. The king, who was a mixture of Don Quixote, Byron,
and a pre-RaphaeHte hero, led the whole of his nobility on an
expedition to Morocco for no reason of state but because he saw
himself a Christian knight in the tradition of St. Louis. He was
dreadfully defeated. A member of nearly every noble family in
Portugal perished on the field. The list of dead and prisoners reads
like the index of the Almanac de Gotha. Dom Sebastiao himself
fell in the thick of the fray. His body was never recovered for
burial.
Alcazar could not have happened had the Portuguese aristo-
crats not conceived of themselves as paladins. The characters in
Orlando Furioso, published by Ariosto in 1516, were not unlike
them. This romantic epic corresponded to a Renaissance tapestry,
but in Oporto might well have seemed a transcript from contem-
porary life. Its hero, Roland, who had been dead seven hundred
years, behaved as did the mad knights who were to follow Dom
Sebastiao. Its opening verse would have sounded like a trumpet
for the men who sailed in 1497 against the Moors of Asia:
Le donne, i cavalier', I'arme, gli amori,
Le cortesie, Vaudace imprese io canto ^
Chefuro al tempe chepassaro i Mori
D* Africa il mare, e in Francia nocguer tanto,
Seguendo Vire e i giovenilfarori
U Agramonte lor re, che si die vanto
Di vendicar la morte di Troiano
Sopra re Carlo imperator romano.
This analogy between the Orlando Furioso and the state of
mind of the Portuguese who sailed to Asia is not fanciful, for
their exploits were celebrated by Camoens in his epic Os Lusiadas^
written in 1556, in a style not unlike that in which Ariosto de-
scribes the exploits of Roland, Take this verse from Canto X, where
the poet hails Albuquerque's capture of Goa from the Mottam-
medansinlSlO:

